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Ron Wahls appts

Trucks
Best Value Trucking - owned by Rubashkin
were trying to establish how many businesses Rubashkin owned

Cars in parking lot
run license # on all cars, to see if cars were sold by plant employees to see if employees were having to take deduction to pay for car

Blue appts - Ro-Ka Apts
newer to town,
trying to determine if rent was being deducted

Ron Wahls church
encouraging kids to come to church & then persuade them to work at Agri.

Blue bus
traced licensed & belonged to Ron Wahls, not school. Claimed as church bus. Was followed around town & saw kids being picked up to work at Agri & being dropped off at Agri.
Employees would pay rent at school to Wahls. Many insisted he was being paid by Rubashkin as recruiter. All info was passed onto A-G-office & dept. of edu.
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